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By Max Born

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In 1925-26, the future Nobel prize-winner Max Born presented two series of lectures at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology: one on the structure of the atom, the other on the lattice
theory of rigid bodies. This volume contains the text of every lecture from both series, offering a
remarkable look at the transition from the quantum theory of Bohr to a new direction in atomic
dynamics. At the time I began this course of lectures, Born writes, Heisenberg s first paper on the
new quantum theory had just appeared. Here his masterly treatment gave the quantum theory an
entirely new turn. The paper of Jordan and myself, in which we recognized the matrix calculus as
the proper formulation of Heisenberg s ideas, was in press, and the manuscript of a third paper by
the three of us was almost completed. In the course of the lecture series, Born introduced new
developments as they occurred: Pauli s fourth quantum number, Dirac s formalism, and elements
of his own work on a general operational calculus.Appropriate for upper-level undergraduates and
graduate students, Problems of Atomic Dynamics represents the...
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This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I
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